Each year, the International Price Program reviews indexes in order to verify the publication status.
As part of that process, a number of new indexes were introduced. The following is the list of newly
published indexes that started with the release of the January 2020 indexes on February 14th.
Exports
Harmonized Indexes
D20
D2701
D47
D4703
D70
D8544
D8701
D9030

Preparations of vegetables, fruit, nuts or other parts of plants
Coal, briquettes and similar solid fuels manufactured from coal
Woodpulp and recovered paper
Chemical woodpulp, soda or sulfate, except dissolving grades
Glass and glassware
Insulated conductors; optical fiber cables w/individually sheathed fibers
Tractors other than work trucks
Oscilloscopes, spectrum analyzers etc., and parts

NAICS Indexes
Y111335
Y2121
Y311224
Y3114
Y31151
Y311611
Y325194
Y325211
Y325212
Y325412
Y325413
Y325414
Y333111
Y333618
Y333912
Y334111
Y334510
Y334511
Y334513
Y334515
Y334516
Y33593
Y335931
Y336111
Y336112
Y33612

Tree nut farming
Coal mining
Soybean and other oilseed processing
Fruit and vegetable preserving and specialty food manufacturing
Dairy product (except frozen) manufacturing
Animal (except poultry) slaughtering
Cyclic crude, intermediate, and gum and wood chemical manufacturing
Plastics material and resin manufacturing
Synthetic rubber manufacturing
Pharmaceutical preparation manufacturing
In-vitro diagnostic substance manufacturing
Biological product (except diagnostic) manufacturing
Farm machinery and equipment manufacturing
Other engine equipment manufacturing
Air and gas compressor manufacturing
Electronic computer manufacturing
Electromedical and electrotherapeutic apparatus manufacturing
Search and detection instrument manufacturing
Instruments and related products manufacturing
Instrument manufacturing for measuring and testing electricity
Analytical laboratory instrument manufacturing
Wiring device manufacturing
Current-carrying wiring device manufacturing
Automobile manufacturing
Light truck and utility vehicle manufacturing
Heavy duty truck manufacturing

Y336211
Y339112
Y33991

Motor vehicle body manufacturing
Surgical and medical instrument manufacturing
Jewelry and silverware manufacturing

BEA End-use Indexes
Q110
Q120
Q12100

Coals & related fuels
Steelmaking & ferroalloying materials
Iron & steel mill products

Advanced Technology
Products
QATP01
QATP02
QATP04
QATP05
QATP06
QATP08

Biotechnology
Life Science
Information & Communications
Electronics
Flexible Manufacturing
Aerospace

Imports
Harmonized Indexes
P2204
P44
P6404
P7110
P7403
P8407

Wine of fresh grapes, including fortified wine
Wood and articles of wood; wood charcoal
Footwear with uppers of textile materials
Platinum, unwrought, semi-mfg or powder
Refined copper and copper alloys except master alloys, unwrought
Spark-ignition internal combustion piston engines

BEA End-use Indexes
R13020

Stone, sand, cement and lime

NAICS Indexes
Z11133
Z111339
Z21112
Z21113
Z311224
Z3113
Z311611
Z321
Z32212
Z325199
Z325211

Noncitrus fruit and tree nut farming
Other noncitrus fruit farming
Crude petroleum extraction
Natural gas extraction
Soybean and other oilseed processing
Sugar and confectionery product manufacturing
Animal (except poultry) slaughtering
Wood product manufacturing
Paper mills
All other basic organic chemical manufacturing
Plastics material and resin manufacturing

Z32531
Z325411
Z325412
Z325414
Z32611
Z3279
Z32799
Z331313
Z332911
Z333242
Z333314
Z333618
Z333914
Z333924
Z333991
Z333999
Z334118
Z334416
Z334510
Z334513
Z334515
Z334519
Z334613
Z335312
Z335314
Z335999
Z336111
Z336413
Z336991
Z337121
Z337122
Z339112
Z339113
Z339115
Z339999

Fertilizer manufacturing
Medicinal and botanical manufacturing
Pharmaceutical preparation manufacturing
Biological product (except diagnostic) manufacturing
Plastics packaging materials and film and sheet manufacturing
Other nonmetallic mineral product manufacturing
All other nonmetallic mineral product manufacturing
Alumina refining and primary aluminum production
Industrial valve manufacturing
Semiconductor machinery manufacturing
Optical instrument and lens manufacturing
Other engine equipment manufacturing
Measuring, dispensing, and other pumping equipment manufacturing
Industrial truck, tractor, trailer, and stacker machinery manufacturing
Power-driven handtool manufacturing
All other miscellaneous general purpose machinery manufacturing
Computer terminal and other computer peripheral equipment manufacturing
Electronic coil, transformer, and other inductor manufacturing
Electromedical and electrotherapeutic apparatus manufacturing
Instruments and related products manufacturing
Instrument manufacturing for measuring and testing electricity
Other measuring and controlling device manufacturing
Blank magnetic and optical recording media manufacturing
Motor and generator manufacturing
Relay and industrial control manufacturing
All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing
Automobile manufacturing
Other aircraft parts and auxiliary equipment manufacturing
Motorcycle, bicycle, and parts manufacturing
Upholstered household furniture manufacturing
Nonupholstered wood household furniture manufacturing
Surgical and medical instrument manufacturing
Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing
Ophthalmic goods manufacturing
All other miscellaneous manufacturing

Advanced Technology
Products
RATP01
RATP02
RATP03
RATP04

Biotechnology
Life Science
Opto-Electronics
Information & Communications

RATP05
RATP08
Locality of Origin
Country and NAICS Code
Z3113 - Canada
Z322 - Canada
Z3221 - Canada
Z3322 - China
Z312 - EU
Z3314 - EU
Z31 - France
Z312 - France
Z3112 - Industrialized
Z3113 - Industrialized
Z312 - Industrialized
Z3313 - Industrialized
Z336 - Industrialized
Z3361 - Industrialized
Z3121 - Latin America
Z3346 - Pacific Rim

Electronics
Aerospace

Sugar and confectionery product manufacturing
Paper manufacturing
Pulp, paper, and paperboard mills
Cutlery and handtool manufacturing
Beverage and tobacco product manufacturing
Nonferrous metal (except aluminum) production and processing
Manufacturing, part 1
Beverage and tobacco product manufacturing
Grain and oilseed milling
Sugar and confectionery product manufacturing
Beverage and tobacco product manufacturing
Alumina and aluminum production and processing
Transportation equipment manufacturing
Motor vehicle manufacturing
Beverage manufacturing
Manufacturing and reproducing magnetic and optical media

Starting with the January 2020 release, new indexes became available for a number of advanced
technology products. In addition, the NAICS indexes were expanded to include select indexes at the
6-digit level of detail.
There are also a number of indexes that no longer met the publication criteria. Listed below are the
indexes that were no longer published starting with the January 2020 release on February 14th.
Exports
Harmonized Indexes
D3907
D3926
D8407
D8408
D8479
D8481
D9021
D9401

Polyacetals, epoxide resins, alkyds, carbs in primary forms
Articles of plastics, polymers, and resins, nes.
Spark-ignition internal combustion piston engines
Diesel & semi-diesel internal Cumbus. piston engines
Machines & appliances having individual functions, n.e.s.o.i.; parts thereof
Taps, cocks, valves & similar appliances; parts thereof
Hearing aids; artificial body parts; and orthopedic app.
Seats other than barber, dental and similar chairs

NAICS Indexes
Y1119
Y3117
Y32222
Y3253

Other crop farming
Seafood product preparation and packaging
Paper bag and coated and treated paper manufacturing
Pesticide, fertilizer, and other agri. chemical manufacturing

Y3259
Y32599
Y32619
Y3329
Y3334

Other chemical product and preparation manufacturing
All other chemical product and preparation manufacturing
Other plastics product manufacturing
Other fabricated metal product manufacturing
Ventilation, heating, air-conditioning, and refrigeration manufacturing

BEA Indexes
Q12510
Q41110

Fertilizers, pesticides, & insecticides
Pleasure boats and parts including motors

Imports
Harmonized Indexes
P2203
P31
P3924
P69
P8411
P8418
P8467
P8486
P8507
P8528
P8537
P8704
P88
P8802
P9032
P91
P9403
P9503

Beer, ale, porter, stout and the like
Fertilizers
Tableware, kitchenware, other articles of plastics
Ceramic products
Turbojets, turbopropellers and other gas turbines, and parts thereof
Refrigerators, freezers, heat pumps; and parts
Powered hand tools, nonelectric, and parts thereof
Machines used for manufacture of semiconductor wafers
Electric storage batteries, and parts thereof
TV reception apparatus; video monitors & video projectors
Electric control or distribution equipment
Motor vehicles for the transport of goods
Aircraft, spacecraft, and parts thereof
Other aircraft, nesoi; spacecraft & launch vehicles
Automatic regulating or controlling instruments and parts
Clocks and watches and parts thereof
Furniture other than seats, nesoi
Toys nesoi; models; puzzles; parts and accessories thereof

NAICS Indexes
Z3256
Z32562
Z3271
Z3325
Z3335
Z33522
Z3359
Z33591
Z33593

Soap, cleaning compound, and toilet preparation manufacturing
Toilet preparation manufacturing
Clay product and refractory manufacturing
Hardware manufacturing
Metalworking machinery manufacturing
Major household appliance manufacturing
Other electrical equipment and component manufacturing
Battery manufacturing
Wiring device manufacturing

Z33636

Motor vehicle seating and interior trim manufacturing

BEA Indexes
R22000
R301
R41010

Civilian aircraft, complete
Vehicles designed to transport goods
Glassware and ceramics

Locality of Origin
Country and NAICS Code
Z3359 - China
Z336 - EU
Z3364 - EU
Z3335 - Industrialized
Z3359 - Industrialized
Z3335 - Pacific Rim
Z3359 - Pacific Rim

Other electrical equipment and component manufacturing
Transportation equipment manufacturing
Aerospace product and parts manufacturing
Metalworking machinery manufacturing
Other electrical equipment and component manufacturing
Metalworking machinery manufacturing
Other electrical equipment and component manufacturing

